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To whet your appetite for the special focus in next issue’s Leading Edge on Genomic Instability, we
take a look at what’s new in the field of DNA repair. Ranging from network analyses of the proteins
involved in mutagenic DNA repair to examination of single molecules taking part in homologous
recombination, this Select probes the inner workings of a process that can wreak havoc during
carcinogenesis while remaining vital to the generation of a functioning T cell repertoire. Tune in
again on January 31 for Reviews on: aneuploidy, recombination in the immune system, telomere
biology, and what ciliates can teach us about programmed genome instability.Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of
replication intermediates when fork
arrest is induced in a palindrome. Image
courtesy of A. Carr and J. Murray.Errors Pile Up after U-Turn
DNA replication is a well-known culprit in initiating gross chromosomal rear-
rangements in developmental disorders and cancer, but the mechanisms
involved are still mysterious. Replication stress invokes a number of emergency
repair responses, and which of these mechanisms comes into play depends on
the nature of the insult and where in the genome the error occurs. Mizuno et al.
find an elegant method to examine replication fork collapse and restart by homol-
ogous recombination at defined sites in the genome of S. pombe. The authors
previously observed that strand invasion may occur on the wrong homologous
strand when a sequence homologous to the collapse site is nearby on the
same chromosome. Here, they extend the analysis to show that, when a fork
restarts at the correct sequence, it is subsequently error prone, and the replica-
tion fork might make a U-turn if the restarted fork replicates an inverted repeat,
leading to generation of acentric and dicentric isochromosomes. Experimenting
with inserting inverted repeat sequences beyond the fork collapse site resulted inan error frequency approaching 5%. Interestingly, these recombination-restarted forks are not dependent on a double-
strand break (DSB). Thus, current models assuming that replication-associated rearrangements are initiated by a DSB
might need to be updated if this newmechanism is indeed involved in the chromosome abnormalities and copy number
variations seen in human cells during carcinogenesis or in developmental contexts.
Mizuno, K., et al. (2012). Nature. Published online November 25, 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature11676.Mapping a Mutagenic Network
Moving from one pre-eminentmodel of molecular biology to another, the
gene network involved in mutagenic repair of DNA is revealed in a recent
report in Science. Al Mamun et al. use E. coli to screen for genes func-
tioning in the mutagenic repair of DNA breaks. The authors create
a stress-induced mutation network showing protein-protein interactions
and coexpression data and expanding the known players from 16 to93
proteins. Genetic analyses show that most genes in the network are
involved in three main stress sensor hubs. In E. coli, DNA break repair
is nonmutagenic in nonstressed cells, but upon activation of the SOS
DNA damage and starvation stress responses, error-prone DNA poly-
merases are activated and mutation rates rise. A third stress response,
the membrane protein stress response, contributes to generation of
spontaneous DNA breaks. The network reveals the integration of
stress-induced mutagenic repair into a variety of cellular processes,
including the electron transport chain (the largest group), chaperones,
and metabolism. Because pathogenic bacteria (such as Salmonella)
use mutagenic DNA repair as a key mechanism of evolution when stress responses are activated by drug administra-
tion, this network may provide new candidates as targets for antibiotic development to prevent development of
resistance.
Al Mamun, A.A.M., et al. (2012). Science 338, 1344–1348.Cell 152, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 9
RecA filament sliding on DNA facilitates
homology search. Image courtesy of
K. Ragunathan and T.J. Ha.Sliding, Searching, and Strand Exchange
Ragunathan et al. zoom in to focus on the action of individual proteins in the
pathway of homologous recombination (HR), providing the first glimpse of
a DNA-bound multiprotein complex that can slide along a second DNA molecule
to search for its target. RecA is the key player in the strand exchange reaction. It
first forms a filament with the resected single-stranded DNA at a break and then
undertakes a homology search for double-stranded DNA to use as a template for
the HR reaction. But how homology search works has been a vexed question.
Taking advantage of single-molecule fluorescence imaging, the authors provide
compelling evidence for the ‘‘sliding model,’’ in which the RecA filament moves
along a double-stranded DNA molecule while sampling several hundred base
pairs before dissociation. This molecular ‘‘speed dating’’ allows the RecA fila-
ment to accurately find a partner sequence in a sea of nonhomologous DNA in
a much faster way than brief encounters interrupted by frequent dissociationand diffusion. The authors employ two- and three-color FRET to show that electrostatic interactionsmediate the sliding
of RecA filaments along dsDNA with homology recognition that requires as few as 6 nt of complementary base pairs,
establishing this mode of search as a possible mechanism to assist homology search during the strand exchange
process. RecA’s eukaryotic homolog, Rad51, has also been observed to exhibit a sliding movement in an experimental
setting (though not as a filament), and thus it seems likely that a similar slide and searchmechanism could exist in higher
organisms.
Ragunathan, K., et al. (2012). Published online December 13, 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00067.PAXIP1 links DNA repair and transcription by
ensuring that cells with faulty rearrangements are
not exported out of the thymus. Image courtesy of
E. Callen.Damage Control for a Natural Killer
To round off this collection of articles, we take a look at a highly special-
ized function of DNA repair in the adaptive immune system and a new
player in the process of V(D)J recombination in thymocytes, which
generates diversity in the antigen receptor repertoire. Callen et al. iden-
tify a cofactor of the MLL histone methylase complex, named PAXIP1
(PTIP), as a key regulator of H3K4 methylation in a subset of genes
during thymocyte development. The recombination-activating genes
(Rag1/2) bind and cleave DNA at V, D, and J gene segments, and their
action is influenced by the accessibility of the chromatin—influenced
in turn by histone modifications—at these sites. The authors examine
the effect of PAXIP1 deficiency on thymic development in mice. They
show that this methylation complex subunit controls RAG-mediated
double-strand break formation and repair during recombination at the
locus coding for the TCRa chain. Natural killer T cells are reliant on
a specific TCRa chain and were found to be completely ablated in
PAXIP1-deficient mice. In addition, even thymocytes that completed
V(D)J recombination were prevented from exiting the thymus due to impaired expression of another receptor called
S1PR1. As PAXIP1 has a number of functions—histone methylation, transcriptional regulation, and a role in DNA
repair—it will be intriguing to fully characterize the mechanisms by which it supports and regulates thymocyte devel-
opment and differentiation.
Callen, E., et al. (2012). Immunity 37, 971–985.
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